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ABSTRACT
There are two ideas in urban geographical: traditional idea that emphasiz on natural conditions. Time, extent and morphology and modern idea that attend to the role of human and human factors on make views and build the geographical space. the justice is one of the most important of the intellectual human factors that today more influenced the manual and geographical space and in present age the “unequality phenomenon as one geographical phenomenon in all of the human societies especially the process of <<instrumental world >> show own presentation comprehensively and in all of the life elements. some problems such as social welfare, high inequality, unemployment, poverty, diseses prevalence, racism slumming, that were forgotten to late the 1960 s in geographical, so considered by geographer and lead the educational order and ethical order, geographical thoughts to the new way. Inthis new approach to obtain to thejustic, permanent symmetrical justice in around the worl d are emphasise by geographical, although found non – equilibrium locally , inequalitylandly and bad omen phenomenon of slumming . to obtain to the social justice, the supply of employing opportunities and requires services in cities are necessary , since the problem of women employment changed to the most important element , so the main aim of this research is considering the effect of self – employment facilities and services provided by assistance committee of zahedan township to the family guardian women under protection rio increase the social justice and some ways to control poverty and unemployment . creatioin the employment opportunities and capitalism at the margin zone , assist to the ability spatial ordering and decreases the unquality in town . to determine the sample capacity used from kockran formula and the sampling applied with nonprobable method of share , valuation data by using of choices 5 spectrum of lickert . data analysis is using of correlation coefficient test of spiraman , disamerz test , kandaltabi test , the comparison average of two independent sample test and variance analysis that use of spss software . the result of this process are showing that presented of self – employment facilities can cause the economical development and increasing the economical development and social justice and decrease the unquality , poverty , unemnloyment rate in zahedan township .

Introduction
The justice is a public and deployment concept and it is considerable by different views and some concept like economical justice, social justice, spatial justice and environmental justice are influenced of the multi dimension of this concept. The
concept and dimensions of social justice and equality are the most important dimensions and but they are the main concept of justice. But what is important that basics of every changing in spatial organization have a direct effect in relation of economical, social and distribution income in society (Marsosi, 1383, p. 91).

The women of family protection are one of the most vulnerable strata in society that because by having multiple responsibilities, the affected with preterm physical and mental fatigue. These women as well as the protection of family and economical management and children care, undertaken the house works improvement of life condition of the family members. In addition to the economical pressures, the cultural and social factors exist in society are countering them with depression (jamshidi, 1390, p. 6). the number of men – guardian families are over the 15 millions and 711000 families, and number of women – guardian families also are over the 1 million and 741000 families. The growth of men – guardian families was about 38% during 1385 to 1390 that this growth is 85% about women – guardian families. In the other hand, on the basic of consensus 1390, the share of women for families guardian was 9.4% that this rate was 8.4% at 1385 and has 1% growth during 1 decade (Kimiia, 1390, p. 83).

The exist of slumming in geographical spaces of cities and concentration of deprives and low – income strata and the women guardian families who don’t have any income sources but protection of organization and protecting organs are observing in these areas (hasan-zadeh, 1379, p. 10). the creation employment, self – employment and employment are the economical activities, economical work and economical struggle that should to be with indicator and plumb line. each economical struggle is ending to disadvantage without justice. Also, the justice context isn’t that we don’t fund or and don’t allow investment to investor. these are false ideas of some people who are defined themselves as justice follower and the social justice should be applied by create work and creation employment (foroghi, jahroomi, 1389, p. 120). davidharway was the first geographer who using the social justice concept at help to the public welfare and goodness, criterion of income distribution at pieces, justly allocation of sources and prevention of people basic needs. They added that the addition sources should be consumed to elemenate the special problems arising from social and natural environments (hasan-zadeh, 1379, p. 50).

Writers known the phenomenon of women employment as the necessities of modern societies. It is clear, this remark means that the changes and transformation in most of social concept and structures, are changed the social patterns and roles of women. in the other hand, the employment of women as well as it is a multi – dimension phenomenon, also is the structures of social superstructure, consequently, the process, management and programming for employment of women are not possible inattentive to the reasons order and effected factor on it. while, the employment of women like every other social phenomenon, has the own special social result and effects. one of the most important the management compiled is attention to the social phenomenons effects (dost-mohammadi, 1382, p. 40). the assistance committee is a govermental organ that organized to protect the low-income strata by imam Khomeini – great leader of iran – in 1357 solar, and the women under protection of assistance committee in zahedan township are confronting with two important phenomenon of family guardian and
unemployment and income sources to supply the life expenses that can be as reasons of social non developed and non equality in this paper while imply to the importance the role of applying justice to increase the mental health and decrease the social injuries and improvement of social orders of the family guardian women aid, also to consider the role of employment and self employment to supply the social justice of geographical zones the slumming families under protection of assistance committee of imam Khomeini (rah) the management of zahedan township, and since the women and social are poor stratum of social and problems of theirs employment are changed to a very important topic, so the main aim of this research is to consider the effected of presented self-employment facilities and services by assistance committee of zahedantownship to the family guardian women under protection to increase the social justice and some ways to control the poverty and non employment.

Already very process are applied with approach of employment and social justice, for example : in research called (the effect of grouping validity programmes on poverty families in Bangladesh : has the sexuality effect on partnership?). while the evaluate of grouping programmes effects (germin bank, rural development committee of Bangladesh, board of directors the rural development of Bangladesh )on types of family behavior and source distribution into family, obtained this result that these validity programmers can be effective on many behaviours of low – income and poverty families and alsi women in Bangladesh and that the partnership programmers have determinant role in result. Schernier (1999) declares that financial security is not only a strong instrument . for help to much more poverty people, aspicially that this instrument emphasis on granting loan against savingand investment. Janatan (2000) in a research called (employment and its effect on social phenomenons) obtains this result that the create employment is such factors to decrease poverty and so to ability the poors. Lavis (2002) in paper of (women and small validity in Vietnam) shows that the validity should be with aim of more financial independent for poor borrower but don’t increase the credits dependence that this condition may be dangerous for people who lack capital (Shaditalab, 1381). Sangopta and obojon (2008) in a paper as (small credits revolution) are presenting success sample of financial organs in all of the world which are successful in ground of fighting to poverty of course , according to them , shouldn’t and cant very expect from small credit and small financial and known it resolver of all problems in developing countries . this study shows that the programme of small credits and group loans with common guarantee was not successesed.g in America because organized the beneficiary group in urban and industrial societies is difficult  and their information scope is limit from toghether , while in rural societies for developing countries isn’t in this manner .

**Description problem**

The manner of urbanism in contemporary world propagated in consequence of industrial transformation in 20th country commoly and beginning where only 10% population of earth are considering as urban and 150 million persons to livedin cities approximately but in early of 21th a.d with over 3 millions persons urbanism and higher than 50% of the earth population are presented as beginning of universalized.
Graph.1 Pattern of urbanism manner
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Graph.2 Model of developing employment of the family guardian women the property of slumming areas in cities

1. Abundance of population and human power
2. Limitation of occupying opportunities
3. Distance between residence and employment place
4. The employees and human powers inexperienced
5. The man are occupying to body and practicable works (distribution goods and driving).
6. The women are occupying with serving salesmanship and secretarial.
7. The unsuitable of residential units face.
8. The jobs have considerable income in this areas
9. The poverty development observe in this area clearly
10. Most intense rate of unemployment is in 14-19 years
11. To live in nonstandard residential units
12. Low-income of families
13. High rate of unemployment -
14. High rate of unemployment
15. Attraction of labour power to unprofessional worked
16. Family irregular
17. To provide the bed for social disturbs and rebellions.
Graph.3 Model of employment expansion of the family guardian women

Map.1 the position of studying zone
This quickly urbanism has inequality pattern that is accomplished to the important growth of million cities. Urban management can not decrease amount of urban problems equal to cities growth, so big cities especially developing countries and also, some to the types of loss in ground of universalized competition and
also, some structures and changes are occurred in urban order and universalized programming in cities. What could order the structures of urban orders and investment sources is exist of social justice in cities and this problem has a close relation with stability. So, the attention paradigm to the social justice in cities programming should be attending geography assembles in all of the world. At the same time, the urban areas are considering as the main center of employment and occupying in cities margin can overcome to the urban problems in present and futures.

In this paper while imply to the important role of applying justice in increase of mental health and decrease the social injuries and improve the aid society orders of family guardian women, taken action to consider the role of employment and self-employment to supply the social justice of geographical zones in slumming families under protection of assistance committee of imam Khomeini ( rah ) by management of zahedan township and since the women and aid society were the poor stratum of society and the problem of their employment of transferred to a very important topic so, the main aim of this research is to consider the effect of presented self-employment services and facilities and by assistance committee of zahedan township to the women of family guardian under protection to increase the social justice and some ways to control the poverty and unemployment.

Zahedan township with 36581 km² area and 21% of province area and this township is located from north to zabol, from south to khash, from east to mijaveh township and from west to fahraj township and lout desert and have one city ( nosratabad ) and three districts ( central, nosrat-abad-korin) and 2 rural districts.

**Methods and Materials**

The method of applying this research is by using of descriptive – analytic research method. The present position considered by using of questionnaire and statistical analysis. To completion the square information used used from questionnaire method which is build by research that in this case, 375 questionnaires are completed by chosen sample and analysis. Since, the statistical community is 8030 persons, the sample capacity is estimates 375 persons by using of korkoran formula. The sampling accomplished with method of sharing and unposibility and valuation data by using of 5 switching spectrum of lickert. To consider the narrative questionnaire are used from formula narrative thoughts of experts concordance with before studies. The permanent of questionnaire is evaluating by using of a method of cornbakh. The data analysis is using of correlation coefficient of spearman tests, disamerz test, kanbaltabi test, average comparison of two independent sample and variance analysis that are applied by using of software spss. So, this thesis is measurement methodical because by using of the questionnaire is applied to consider the ideas of family guardian women about the topic of research ( hafez-nia, 1389).

**Findings**

The the finding of this research is included of comparison table and results and relationship among buoys of questionnaire that is accomplished by using of software spss.
Table 1 to consider the relationship between presentation the self-employment facilities to the families guardian to increase the economical and social expansion of city

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance level</th>
<th>Thet-statistics</th>
<th>Standard error of the mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>9.527</td>
<td>.00000</td>
<td>.00000</td>
<td>5.0000</td>
<td>MarriedWomen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.06997</td>
<td>.54202</td>
<td>4.3333</td>
<td>Marriedwomen (Single)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The above table shows that the married women of family guardian under covering have a more positive idea in relation to the effect of presentation the self-employment facilities in social and economical expansion. So, the source average of unmarried women idea (4.33) this result is with attention to that the meaningful level of test is less than 0.05 (sig = 0.000). Then can say that the different average between ideas of married and unmarried women in relation to the effect of presentation self-employment facilities on social and economical expansion is meaningful and confirming.

Table 2 To consider the relationship of age and effect of presentation the self-employment facilities by assistance committee in economical and social expansion of city

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>14-0</th>
<th>34-15</th>
<th>59-35</th>
<th>60+</th>
<th>sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are showing that whatever the people age is higher, they have less believe to effect of presentation the self-employment and vice versa whatever the people are younger, their believes are high to effect of presentation the self-employment facilities of economical and the social expansion (sig = 0.000). These results with attention to that the meaningful level of test is less than 0.05, are generalizable to the statistical community and they are confirming the exist of a meaningful relation between two variables.
Table 3 To consider the relationship of educations and effect of presentation the self-employment facilities by assistance committee to increase the economical and social expansion in city

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>Bachelor</th>
<th>These Yplm</th>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>Low literate</th>
<th>Illiterate</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>Very much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ase: 8.962-significance level: 0.000*

The impact of self-employment facilities by increasing economic and social development of the city committee

Table 4 To consider the relation between occupying and effect of presentation the self-employment facilities on increasing of economical social expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance level</th>
<th>Thestatistic</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>5.0000</td>
<td>Tailoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>5.0000</td>
<td>Shopkeeper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>5.0000</td>
<td>Carpet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>5.0000</td>
<td>Garymakeup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>4.8889</td>
<td>Workcooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>455.891</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>Studying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To testing the relationship among respondents jobs with their thoughts in relation to the effect of presentation to the self-employment facilities to increase the economical and social expansion in city.
expansion is used of variance analysis test . the result of this test are showing that in relation with all occupying of people , the effect of presentation the self-employment facilities to increase the social and economical expansion known in high amount but people who are activated in sewing and shopkeepering , have the positive idea presentation of self-employment facilities to increase the social and economical expansion and less positive idea than effect of presentation the self-employment facilities to increase the social and economical expansion is about employees in cooperative companies and other people . this result is generalizable to the statistical community by pay attention to a meaningful level of test is less than 0.05 ( sig = 0.000 ) and so, can that the exist meaningful relation between two above variables are confirming .

Table.5 To consider the relation of income and effect of presentation the self-employment facilities to increase the increase the social and economical expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance level</th>
<th>Thesstatisticf</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>473.500</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>Less than 580 dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Between 580 to 680 thousand dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Between 680 to 780 thousand dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Over 800 thousand dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To testing the above hypothesis is used from test of comparison average of two independent sample, the results obtained from this test are showing that people who have income higher than 800/000 toman , have a more positive idea than effect of presentation the self-employment facilities to increase the economical and social expansion and people with less income have less positive idea than effect of presentation the self-employment facilities to increase the social and economical expansion, this result is generalizable to the statistical community, by pay attention to the meaningful level of test that is less than 0.05 ( sig = 0.000 ) and confirm the exist meaningful relation between two variables.
Table 6 To consider the relationship between self-employment activities of assistance committee and decrease social injuries of family guardian woman under covering there are a meaningful relationship.

Drawing:

1- According to the confirmed hypothesis, the presentation of desirable self-employment facilities to the guardian women to supply the social justice and decrease inequitable has positive effect and caused the expansion of economical and social justice and increase self-employment activity as well as caused increase the families income level, also followed the decrease of social injuries that it is clear in this consideration.

2- To decrease poverty in informal zones the investment should be as to increase employment and occupying opportunities for the poors and help them can overcome to own problems in present and future.

3- The present position of slumming required to the coordinate control, case improvement and case support until arrives own suitable structure to the aim community and studying population especially in industrial development era and urban community and requires to about 500,000 to 600,000 new jobs and new dwelling annually and if don’t applied with necessary prevention and programming, will encounter with abundance problems in future.

4- The effect of presented self-employment facilities and services by
assistance committee of Zahedan township to the family guardian under protection to increase to increase the justice community and some ways to control the poverty and unemployment.

5- In this research can obtain to this result that there is a positive and meaningful relationship among employment and capability design and economical expansion and justice in slumming zones.

6- Also the research result are showing that applying the employment programs and capability not only end to increase the income level and family guardian women but followed their ability in psychology realms.

**Suggestion**

1- To create the employment and creation work for slumming of Zahedan especially production parts to decrease unemployment and employment in informal economic and false and parasitical jobs in one side and increase the income and decrease poverty and improvement their quality life and deployment the geographical justice for all social groups from another side, prevention of arriving emigrants even with active reserve emigration (city to village).

2- by pay attention to that one at the very important factors which have effective role in deployment of slumming in Zahedan, are irregular emigration.

3- there are enormous talents between the poor and slumming that can train skillful and experienced human power with its growth and to move economical wheel and economical expansion.

4- to basic the land statistical program, the programming of national expansion is the most important priority to obtain the social justice, against constructive view to the poors areas, must active the internal growth construct at the poor areas.

5- to recognize the active population who are exposed to the most injuries, to pay the self-employment facilities should conformed to the head of assistance committee work because in this research the majority of statistical sample people are in active population of 18 to 14 years that they have ability to working and involved to more injuries of unemployment and in another side they have most effect in economical expansion and social justice of community.

6- Create the organizations of educated women to make the relationship with international organ such as organization of united nation industrial expansion and cooperation with assistance committee for clustering the self-employment activities.

7- Create the women organizations in cooperative frame as supporter the occupying clusters.

8- To create the professional club of creation work consulting and utilize from scientific capacity of women in duration of quantity expansion of the occupational counselling services.
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